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SUMMARY

The CUDA model for GPUs presents the programmer with a plethora of different
programming options. These includes different memory types, different memory access
methods, and different data types. Identifying which options to use and when is a
non-trivial exercise. This paper explores the effect of these different options on the
performance of a routine that evaluates sparse matrix vector products across three
different generations of NVIDIA GPU hardware. A process for analysing performance
and selecting the subset of implementations that perform best is proposed. The potential
for mapping sparse matrix attributes to optimal CUDA sparse matrix vector product
implementation is discussed.
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1. Introduction

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) offer orders of magnitude more floating point performance
than conventional processors. Traditionally, accessing this performance for general purpose
programming has required the user to cast their problem into a graphical framework of nodes
and vertices. This situation changed dramatically in 2007 when NVIDIA released its CUDA
programming model for GPUs [1].
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2 A. H. EL ZEIN AND A. P. RENDELL

CUDA is a software programming model and a programming environment that enables the
creation of parallel applications for CUDA enabled GPUs. The CUDA runtime library exposes
parts of the GPU and hides others, with the overall effect of presenting the programmer with
access to a massively parallel co-processor.

To achieve high performance, GPUs use a large number of simple in-order cores that execute
in a SIMD fashion. The instructions executed by these cores are associated with an even larger
pool of threads, with the hardware being capable of executing instructions from different groups
of threads in different cycles. The rationale being that latencies associated with instructions
from one group of threads will be masked by operations on other groups of threads. In CUDA
threads are grouped into blocks which are in turn organised into grids. Within some limits it
is left to the user to determine how to assign threads to blocks and blocks to grids.

The CUDA programming model also has a complex memory hierarchy. Memory categories
include register, local, shared, global, constant and texture. These may be associated with
different physical locations, may have different scope, and may or may not be cached. Memory
accesses can be sequential or “coalesced”, and may reference standard or wide data types (eg
float4, int2 etc).

In short, with CUDA the programmer is presented with a host of different implementation
options and it is often not obvious which of these are best, whether different implementations
should be used for different problem sets, and how sensitive these choices are to the exact
details of the underlying hardware. This paper considers these issues within the context of a
routine to perform sparse matrix-vector products (SpMV).

Sparse matrix vector product is used as an exemplar because of its appearance in a variety
of numerically intense computational applications. Moreover, even on a conventional processor
the optimal sparse matrix storage format to use depends heavily on the structure of the sparse
matrix and the nature of the hardware platform, eg cache size. This has led to the development
of libraries that seek to adapt the sparse matrix format used to the runtime conditions, with
three well known examples being SPARSITY [2], OSKI [3] and AcCLES [4].

The goal here is, however, more fundamental than runtime format selection. We seek
to determine, for a given storage format, which of the large number of possible CUDA
implementation is best to use, and whether it is possible to design a “blackbox” implementation
that can correctly identify this implementation based on some characteristics of the sparse
matrix. Furthermore, as GPU hardware is evolving quickly and the blackbox implementation
will almost certainly be sensitive to the underlying hardware, we wish to develop a protocol
for doing this that can be automated or semi-automated.

In a pervious paper we outlined our basic approach and its application to two NVIDIA
GPU systems [5], the NVIDIA GTX 8800 and GTX 295 systems. In this paper we refine the
protocol and apply it to the new NVIDIA Fermi architecture. In the following sections we first
review our previous work before presenting the refined algorithm and results for the NVIDIA
Fermi architecture.
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for (i = 0; i < M; i++)

for (j = ptr[i]; j< ptr[i+1]; j++)

res[i] = res[i] + val[j]*vec[ind[j]];

Figure 1. Matrix Vector Product using Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) Storage

Table I. Storage options for the different CSR SpMV quantities

Array Global Mem Texture Mem Const Shared Wide Data
Coa Seq Coa Seq Mem Mem Types

val ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✕ ✕ ✔
ind ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✕ ✕ ✔
ptr ✕ ✔ ✕ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✕
vec ✕ ✔ ✕ ✔ ✔ ✕ ✕
res ✔ ✔ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕

2. Background

The SpMV routine considered here uses compresssed sparse row (CSR) storage for the matrix.
In CSR format non-zero elements are stored in a dense vector (val) while another vector (ind)
of the same length is used to store the column index of each non-zero element. A third array
(ptr) is then used to carry offsets into val corresponding to the first element of each row.
Code for implementing SpMV using CSR format is shown in Figure 1.

Executing the code in Figure 1 requires access to five different vectors. With CUDA
these data quantities can be stored/accessed in a variety of different ways. In Table I we
list the five different vectors and the different memory storage and access types considered
viable. Coalesced and sequential memory reads are indicated by “coa” and “seq” respectively.
Coalesced memory reads are much faster, but are wasteful if a row is not an exact multiple
of the number of threads in a block. Wide data types refers to the use of float, float2 or
float4 data (hereafter referred to as f1, f2 and f4 respectively). This has similar performance
advantages/disadvantages to coalesced memory reads. Another consideration is the assignment
of rows to threads or blocks. This can be done in either a cyclic or a block distribution pattern.

Using all the above options a particular SpMV implementation was denoted in [6] as follows:

[coa/seq]-[sr,mr_c,mr_b]-[f1,f2,f4]_[val,ind storage]-[ptr storage]-[vec storage]

where sr, mr c and mr b denote single row, multi-row cyclic and multi-row block distribution
respectively, and the storage options for val, ind, ptr and vec are memm, cnst and text

for global, constant and texture memories respectively.
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4 A. H. EL ZEIN AND A. P. RENDELL

3. SpMV Design Protocol

Using all storage/access options gives rise to 432 possible SpMV implementations. An
automatic code generator was written to generate all these implementations with the exception
of those using shared memory for the ptr array. This was due to the fact that initial testing
showed no performance gain from using shared memory over global memory for the ptr storage.

The performance of each of the above SpMV implementations was then measured for a
cohort of sparse matrices downloaded from the Florida sparse matrix collection [7]. At the
time of the work reported in [6] (Nov. 2008) the library contained over 2200 matrices. Of these
only those matrices that containing between 105 and 107 non-zero elements were used. This
gave rise to 747 matrices. This was further reduced to 735 matrices by removing those matrices
that could not fit in the global memory available on the NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX GPU
that was being used at the time.

The time measured included the time to: A) Convert the vec array from double to float,
B) Copy the vec array to the GPU, C) Execute the SpMV kernel and D) Copy res back to
the host CPU. One hundred (100) different timing measurements were made in each case, with
the results averaged. GFLOP/s were computed using the number of floating point operations
that would be performed if the SpMV algorithm presented in Figure 1 was used, i.e. it does
not include additional operations that may take place due to the necessity to pad a particular
matrix. All experiments were initially performed using 32 threads per block. All multi-row
implementations were set to process 16 rows per thread or block (depending on whether it is
a “seq” or “coa” implementation).

The implementations that gave rise to the highest GFLOP rate for at least 2 of the 735
matrices were determined. This identified 45(47) unique implementations from the 324 on
the GTX8800(GTX295). In an attempt to reduce this number further the concept of a best
possible set (BPS) of implementations was introduced.

The BPS of size N is defined in terms of the BPS of size N-1, with the BPS of size 1 defined
as the implementation that if used for all possible matrices gives rise to the best possible
performance. Having defined a BPS of size 1, the BPS of size 2 is defined by adding the
one additional implementation that gives rise to the biggest performance enhancement. In
this sense the BPS set is defined incrementally using a greedy based approach. In the work
presented in [6] average performance was used as the evaluation metric. (An alternative metric
might be the highest minimum performance.)

The average, minimum, maximum and standard deviation of the performances obtained as
a function of BPS size across all 735 sparse matrices on a GTX 8800 and a GTX 295 GPU is
shown in Table II. Also shown is the actual implementations used for BPS 1, and the routines
that are added as the size of the BPS is progressively increased. These results show that the
routines that appear in a BPS of a particular size are not the same for the GTX 8800 and
GTX 295; this is in line with the expectation that creating an optimal SpMV routine will be
hardware dependent activity.

Given a BPS the goal of a blackbox implementation is to identify the optimal routine to
use from within BPS based on some attributes of the sparse matrix. This is not an easy
problem. We have used a minimalistic approach based on a simple two level decision tree and
just three matrix attributes; the number of rows, the number of columns, and the average
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Table II. Sparse Matrix Vector Performance on the 8800 GTX GPU as function of Best
Performing Set (BPS). See text for details.

Effective GFLOP/s Algorithm
BPS Ave Min Max Stddev Added

GTX8800
1 1.199 0.046 3.718 0.878 seq-sr-f4 memm-text-text
2 1.431 0.142 8.401 1.211 coa-mr c-f2 memm-text-text
3 1.556 0.142 8.401 1.274 seq-sr-f4 text-memm-cnst
4 1.583 0.142 8.401 1.293 coa-sr-f2 memm-cnst-text
5 1.601 0.142 8.401 1.296 seq-sr-f4 text-memm-text

45 1.636 0.144 8.401 1.314

GTX295
1 1.965 0.053 5.876 1.384 seq-sr-f4 text-memm-text
2 2.326 0.157 11.080 1.815 coa-mr c-f4 text-text-text
3 2.447 0.157 11.080 1.858 seq-sr-f4 text-memm-cnst
4 2.492 0.157 11.602 1.908 coa-sr-f1 memm-memm-text
5 2.524 0.157 11.602 1.968 coa-sr-f2 memm-text-cnst

47 2.588 0.164 11.602 2.009

Table III. Performance of GTX 295 Blackbox Implementation Compared to Ideal

Effective GFLOP/s
Method Ave Min Max Stddev

Ideal 2.49 0.16 11.60 1.91
Decision Tree 2.34 0.05 11.08 1.89

number of non-zero elements per row. The decision tree for the GTX 295 is given in Fig. 2
together with the values for the discriminants that were obtained by optimising for maximum
overall performance across the entire data set. The performance achieved using this decision
tree is shown in Table III where it is compared with the ideal performance, i.e. that which
would be achieved if the decision tree correctly mapped every matrix to the best performing
SpMV within BPS 4. The blackbox performance is shown to be within about 6% of the ideal
performance.

The Blackbox implementation thus far was developed using a fixed number of 32
threads per block. To explore the sensitivity of performance to this constraint performance
measurements were undertaken using different numbers of threads per block for each for the
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6 A. H. EL ZEIN AND A. P. RENDELL

Figure 2. Simple Decision Tree for BPS 4 and the GTX 295

four implementations in the blackbox implementation. This was found to give only a slight
increase in overall performance of about 2%.

4. SpMV for the NVIDIA Fermi GPU

Since the work reported in [6] NVIDIA have released the new Fermi architecture and the
S2050 Fermi based compute server [8]. This 1RU rack-mount chassis contains 4 GPUs, each
2 sharing a 2.0 PCIe 16x bus. A single pair of GPUs are accessible via an external PCIe
passthrough card. Each GPU in the S2050 has 448 CUDA cores, 2.6 GB of GDDR5 memory
and a theoretical performance of 937 GFLOP/s (Single Precision).

There are many improvements in the latest GPUs from NVIDIA [9]. Three notable
differences include:

1. Improvement in double precision performance.
2. Introduction of ECC memory.
3. Introduction of a cache hierarchy for global memory.

The new Fermi GPUs have 479 GFLOP/s of double precision performance. This is about
50% of the single precision performance and is significantly more then what other generations
provide. For example, the double precision performance of the GTX 295 is about 10% of single
precision performance. The new generation of GPUs from NVIDIA also now support ECC
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memory to provide improved reliabilty. Combined these two changes are likely to significantly
increase the uptake of NVIDIA GPU systems in the scientific community.

Previous generation of NVIDIA GPUs did not cache access to global memory. The
Fermi GPUs introduce the ability to utilise a portion the onchip memory as L1 cache. To
accommodate this, the onchip memory was increased to 64KB. The L1 portion of the onchip
memory can be configured at runtime in either one of 2 configurations; 16KB of L1 cache and
48KB of shared memory, or 48KB of L1 cache and 16KB of shared memory.

Before presenting the Blackbox SpMV implementation for the S2050 we consider some of
the weaknesses of the protocol used with the GTX 8800 and GTX 295 systems. Specifically:

1. The evaluation of the number of threads per block occurs after the selection of
implementations for a BPS. Since the characteristics of an implementation vary greatly
depending on the number of threads per block, it should be added to the parameter
space and be evaluated like any other of the design options in an implementation.

2. Sensitivity to datasets was not investigated. The datasets varied greatly in terms of
characteristics. Some of the datasets retrieved from the Florida Sparse Matrix Collection
had just a single row or column, i.e. they were vectors. Other matrices have huge
differences in the number of elements per row, e.g. a few rows with tens of thousand
nonzero elements while the average across the whole matrix might be 3 or 4 nonzero
elements per row. Since our approach has been to select a particular implementation
based on matrix attributes, these highly unusual matrices might have a detrimental
effect on the majority of matrices. Thus further investigation into the sensitivity of the
blackbox implmentation to the dataset used to calculate the BPS is required.

3. The selection of the implementations in a BPS is based on a greedy approach and this
may be non optimal. For example the fact that implementation x provides the best
average performance does not guarantee that it will be in the set of 2 implementations
that provide the best average performance. An optimal approach would have each
BPS containing precisely those routines that produce the highest average performance.
Achieving this is, however, more costly especially as the size of the BPS increases and
the number of possible permutations increases factorially.

4. The process of creating the heuristics that determine which implementation to use is
extremely primitive. More complicated schemes merit consideration as does the use of
additional matrix characteristics.

In this paper we consider items 1 and 2. For item 1, we include the number of threads per
block as part of the implementation testing 16, 32, 64 and 128 threads per block. For item 2
we consider below the sensitivity of our results to choice of sparse matrix test set. Two other
minor modifications to the benchmarking process were: i) The multi-row implementations were
removed as the performance variations between single row and multi-row implementations were
negligible; ii) The Florida Sparse Matrix [7] dataset was refreshed to include 888 real matrices
with between 105 and 107 nonzeros.

Reflecting these changes the notation used to describe a particular SpMV implementation
was modified to the following:

[coa/seq]-sr-[f1,f2,f4]_[val,ind storage]-[ptr storage]-[vec storage]-t[threads per block]
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8 A. H. EL ZEIN AND A. P. RENDELL

Finally, in the work presented here, all the benchmarks on the S2050 were performed using
48KB of L1 cache. This was chosen as it was found that it gave rise to a slight performance
gain of about 5% in some cases.

5. Sensitivity of BPS to Sparse Matrix Dataset

In order to investigate the sensitivity of this approach to the datasets used in the benchmarking
process, we split the 888 datasets into uniform and non-uniform matrices. Non-uniform
matrices were defined as those where the maximum number of nonzeros per row are more
then 10× the average number of non-zeros per row. The matrices that contained just a single
column or row were counted among the non-uniform datasets. Out of the 888 datasets, 538
matched our definition of uniform. The uniform and non-uniform datasets were then further
split into two groups, one containing the matrices with between 105 and 106 nonzero elements
and the other containing matrices with between 106 and 107 nonzeros.

The BPS of sizes 1 to 5 weree then calculated for each separate grouping of datasets. The
results are presented in table IV along with the best possible performance for each of the 4
groups of matrices.

Group A in table IV contains the uniform matrices with between 105 and 106 nonzero
elements. The average and maximum performance starts at 86% and 54% of optimal
respectively and reaches 91% and 97% of optimal for a BPS of size 2. Group B, contains
the non-uniform matrices of the same size (in terms of nonzero elements) as group A. For
group B, the average and maximum performance starts at 77% and 61% respectively and
reaches 90% and 92% of optimal for a BPS of size 2. group C, containing uniform matrices
of between 106 and 107 nonzero elements starts at an average and maximum performance of
84% and 61% of optimal respectively and reaches 93% and 97% optimal for a BPS of size 2.
Finally, group D containing the non-uniform matrices with the same size of group C, starts at
an average and maximum performance of 72% and 89% of optimal respectively and reaches
90% and 89% optimal for a BPS of size 2.

In terms of performance, the non-uniform groups (B and D) both perform less then their
uniform counterparts for a BPS of the same size, thus requiring more implementations to reach
a similar percentage of optimal performance. Within the uniform and non-uniform groups,
larger matrices outperformed smaller ones.

Focusing on the implementation selected for the various groups, there are no obvious patterns
to the selections. Overall, table IV indicates that the implementations selected in the BPS are
sensitive to the datasets and that the blackbox implementation might be re-constructed to suit
particular matrix types if the characteristics of the matrices are known a priori.

The BPS of sizes 1 to 5 calculated across all uniform matrices are presented in table V
along with the best possible performance. The same calculation across the entire 888 matrices
is presented in table VI. Interestingly, the exact same base implementations are selected for
both groups, the only variation is in the number of threads per block for implementations 3
and 4. This suggests that a reasonable heuristic for selecting which implementation to use can
be contructed based only on the uniform dataset.
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Table IV. Comparisons of BPS of size 5 based on different datasets.

Dataset Effective GFLOP/s Algorithm
Group Characteristics BPS Ave Min Max Stddev Added

1 2.48 0.07 5.36 1.18 seq-sr-f4 text-memm-memm-t32
2 2.62 0.10 9.57 1.31 coa-sr-f4 memm-memm-text-t64

A 105 − 106 3 2.73 0.10 9.57 1.41 seq-sr-f4 text-text-memm-t16
uniform 4 2.77 0.10 9.57 1.45 seq-sr-f4 text-text-cnst-t16

5 2.81 0.10 9.57 1.43 seq-sr-f4 memm-memm-memm-t64
best 2.88 0.11 9.88 1.46

1 0.95 0.07 3.57 0.77 seq-sr-f4 memm-memm-memm-t32
2 1.11 0.17 5.46 0.90 coa-sr-f4 text-memm-memm-t64

B 105 − 106 3 1.16 0.17 5.46 0.95 seq-sr-f4 text-memm-memm-t128
non-uniform 4 1.17 0.17 5.46 0.94 coa-sr-f1 memm-memm-memm-t16

5 1.19 0.17 5.46 0.96 seq-sr-f4 memm-memm-cnst-t16
best 1.23 0.18 5.90 1.00

1 4.22 0.46 8.83 2.30 seq-sr-f4 text-memm-memm-t16
2 4.72 0.46 13.92 2.93 coa-sr-f4 text-memm-memm-t64

C 106 − 107 3 4.87 0.47 13.92 2.91 seq-sr-f4 text-text-memm-t32
uniform 4 4.91 0.48 13.92 2.89 seq-sr-f4 memm-text-text-t64

5 4.93 0.48 13.92 2.93 coa-sr-f4 text-memm-text-t128
best 5.04 0.52 14.40 2.97

1 1.76 0.12 13.63 2.02 coa-sr-f2 text-memm-memm-t64
2 2.20 0.15 13.63 2.19 seq-sr-f4 text-text-memm-t32

D 106 − 107 3 2.27 0.15 13.63 2.20 seq-sr-f4 memm-memm-text-t16
non-uniform 4 2.31 0.15 15.26 2.30 coa-sr-f4 text-memm-memm-t64

5 2.34 0.15 15.26 2.30 seq-sr-f4 text-memm-memm-t128
best 2.43 0.17 15.26 2.33

Table V. Sparse Matrix Vector Performance on the S2050 GPU as function of Best
Performing Set (BPS) based on uniform datasets only.

Effective GFLOP/s Algorithm
BPS Ave Min Max Stddev Added

1 3.04 0.08 8.83 1.93 seq-sr-f4 text-memm-memm-t16
2 3.30 0.10 13.92 2.33 coa-sr-f4 text-memm-memm-t64
3 3.46 0.10 13.92 2.30 seq-sr-f4 text-text-memm-t32
4 3.50 0.10 13.92 2.28 seq-sr-f4 memm-memm-memm-t64
5 3.53 0.10 13.92 2.29 seq-sr-f4 text-text-cnst-t16

best 3.64 0.11 14.40 2.35
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Table VI. Sparse Matrix Vector Performance on the S2050 GPU as function of Best
Performing Set (BPS) based on all datasets.

Effective GFLOP/s Algorithm
BPS Ave Min Max Stddev Added

1 2.26 0.06 8.83 1.91 seq-sr-f4 text-memm-memm-t16
2 2.54 0.10 15.26 2.26 coa-sr-f4 text-memm-memm-t64
3 2.67 0.10 15.26 2.25 seq-sr-f4 text-text-memm-t64
4 2.71 0.10 15.26 2.25 seq-sr-f4 memm-memm-memm-t32
5 2.73 0.10 15.26 2.26 seq-sr-f4 text-text-cnst-t16

best 2.84 0.11 15.26 2.33

Figure 3. Simple Decision Tree for BPS 2 and 3 on the S2050.

Table VII. Blackbox spmv performance using the decision tree and optimal thread per block
settings on the S2050 GPU.

Effective GFLOP/s
Method Ave Min Max Stddev

BPS 2 Effective GFLOP/s 2.45 0.06 15.26 2.28
BPS 3 Effective GFLOP/s 2.37 0.06 15.26 2.16

Two simple decision trees for a blackbox SpMV implementation on the S2050 are shown
in figure 3. The first is derived from the entire dataset and utilises only 2 implementations.
The second utilises 3 implementations, and is derived from the uniform data set only. The
blackbox performances obtained using these two decision trees are presented in table VII. The
performance results are almost identical, with the two implementation scheme derived using
the entire data set achieve slightly higher average performance.
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Table VIII. Improvement of the GTX 295 over the 8800 GTX and the S2050 over the GTX
295 in terms of the theoretical peak performance as well as blackbox SpMV implementation
performance. The numbers here can be interpreted to show the scalability of the blackbox

implementation.

Max improvement over blackbox improvement over
Performance previous GPU performance previous GPU

GPU GFLOP/s GB/s GFLOP/s GB/s AVG MAX AVG MAX
8800 GTX 321 80 - - 1.24 8.59 - -
GTX 295 555 104 173% 130% 2.30 11.00 185% 128%

S2050 937 137 169% 132% 2.45 15.26 107% 139%

6. Comparison of GTX8800, GTX 295 and S2050 SpMV Blackbox

Having developed blackbox SpMV implementations for three different generations of NVIDIA
hardware it is of interest to compare the SpMV performances ratios between generations with
the theoretical performance ratios. This is shown in Table VIII where both peak floating point
and memory bandwidth data is given.

The CSR SpMV algorithm is bandwidth bound, resulting in the performance of the blackbox

SpMV implementation to be constraint by the internal GPU memory bandwidth. From
table VIII, the GTX 295 has a 130% increase in bandwidth over the 8800 GTX. Similarly
the blackbox implementation on the GTX 295 outperforms the 8800 GTX by 128% in terms of
maximum performance. In terms of average performance, the GTX 295 outperforms the 8800
GTX by 185%, which is most likely due to the improved coalescing capabilities of the GTX
295.

The blackbox performance on the S2050 follows a similar trend, having a 127% improvement
in maximum performance over the GTX 295 while the bandwidth improvement is at 132%.
The average performance however, barley increases. This is due to the fact that these numbers
are based on effective GFLOP/s which takes into account the time to convert the vector from
double to float, copy the vector to the GPU and and copy the result back. Quite often these
extra overheads dwarfs the actual SpMV kernel execution time and out of the 4 operations
mentioned, only the SpMV kernel is actually sped up when moving from the GTX 295 to the
S2050. The results, do however suggest linear scaling of the blackbox kernel performance as
the GPU bandwidth scales.

7. Related Work

Two notable contributions in the area of sparse matrix vector products on CUDA enabled
GPUs are the works of Bell and Garland [10] and Baskaran and Bordawekar [11]. We briefly
summarize these below.

Bell and Garland [10] investigated a variety of sparse matrix formats. Each of these formats
requires an SpMV kernel and in the case of CSR format both a sequential and coalesced CSR
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12 A. H. EL ZEIN AND A. P. RENDELL

implementation were created. The authors also investigated the use of texture memory and
found a performance gain through its use. Both structured and unstructured matrices were
considered. The structured matrices were composed of standard discretizations of Laplacian
operations in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions. The Unstructured matrices were represented by a set
of 14 matrices taken from previous work by Williams et al [12]. In comparison, the work
presented here is focused on a single sparse matrix format type (CSR), exhaustively studies
the performance of all possible implementation options, uses a significantly larger number
of sparse matrices, and makes an attempt to map directly from matrix attribute to optimal
implementation.

Baskaran and Bordawekar [11] focus solely on the CSR storage format. They identify four
optimisations, i) exploiting synchronisation free parallelism, ii) optimised thread mapping,
iii) optimised off-chip memory access, iv) exploiting data reuse. They evaluate their
implementation using 19 sparse matrices taken from the Florida sparse matrix collection [7].
They compare their performance with that of Bell and Garland [10] and the NVIDIA CUDPP
library [13] which has an SpMV implementation based on the segmented scan approach of
Sengupta et al. [14]. Although more similar to the work presented here in that they focus
exclusively on CSR format, it represents a more traditional approach to program optimisation
that is less amenable to automation, has many fewer implementations, and uses many fewer
test matrices.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have taken a relatively simple piece of code for performing sparse matrix
vector products and shown how it can give rise to a large number of different implementations
when using CUDA on a GPU. Moreover the variation in performance between these different
implementations was found to be quite large. Although the number of implementations
was large as was the number of test matrices, both generation of the implementations and
performance testing are operations that are amenable to automation.

From the large number of implementations and extensive performance testing we introduced
the concept of a BPS. This was defined incrementally using a greedy type algorithm. It is
important to note that for anything larger than 1 and less than the maximum BPS size, the
BPS may not contain those routines that give the best possible performance. That is BPS 2
must contain the routine in BPS 1, and is not free to chose any two routines even if this may
give better overall performance. This approach was taken in order to avoid the factorial blow
out in number of permutations that must be evaluated for large BPS sizes.

In this work the performance of one implementation was considered to be better than another
as soon as the measured performance was greater. There was no concept of performance
being significantly better. Attempting to group implementations that give roughly the same
performance for a give matrix may provide a means of reducing the number of implementations
that need to be considered.

From the BPS we attempted to construct a simple decision tree that maps matrix attributes
to optimal implementation. The approach used here was crude, and based on a minimal number
of matrix attributes. The results however show some promise. Use of more elaborate matrix
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attributes (such as average number of neighbours) may improve this mapping. As might the
use of machine learning techniques to provide a more sophisticated mapping function. In the
future we also plan to use reinforcement learning techniques that do not rely on pre-learning
a set of rules and can adapt to changes in runtime conditions [15].

In terms of performance, the GFLOP/s reported here may seem a little low given the high
theoretical peak of the GPU. It should be remembered that the GFLOP/s given are effective
GFLOP rates that involved converting the vec array from double to float and some transfer
of data between the GPU and main memory. They also relate only to useful floating point
operations, not to additional operations that might be performed because of padding of the
various vectors.
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